KIM M ROONEY – CURRICULUM VITAE
Kim Rooney is an international arbitrator and
barrister. She has been practicing in Asia, based
in Hong Kong, since 1990. Before moving to
become a Hong Kong barrister in September
2009, she was a partner of White & Case LLP
and head of its Asian international dispute
resolution practice based in Hong Kong.
Kim Rooney is regularly appointed as an
arbitrator, including as presiding arbitrator,
co-arbitrator and sole arbitrator in arbitrations governed by the laws of
civil and common law jurisdictions (including those of Australia,
Cambodia, England & Wales, France, Germany, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New York the Philippines, Singapore,
Sweden, the PRC, Russia, South Korea. Thailand and Taiwan, among
others), by international conventions, under institutional arbitration
rules and in ad hoc arbitrations, involving banking and finance,
commercial, construction and infrastructure, distribution, employment
and restrictive covenant, emission reduction purchase agreement,
energy and power, funds, infrastructure, investment, IT, joint venture
and shareholder, patents and technology licensing and rights, sale of
goods, trade and telecommunications disputes. She is a fellow of
ACICA and on the panel of arbitrators of APRAG, CIETAC, the
HKIAC and the KLRCA, among other institutions. Her concluded
cases include as (i) chair in a dispute arising from a distribution
agreement for software in East Asia, (ii) co-arbitrator in a dispute
arising from the construction of a coal fired power station, (iii)
co-arbitrator in a sale of goods dispute, (iv) sole arbitrator in an
construction dispute in Indo China, and (v) sole arbitrator in a dispute
arising from an exclusive agency agreement involving restrictive
covenants.
Since the 1990's, as counsel, Kim Rooney has also dealt with a wide
range of disputes around the world (including disputes in Australia,
Cambodia, England, France, Germany, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Latin America, Malaysia, Mongolia, the Philippines, Singapore,
Sweden, the PRC, Russia, South Korea. Thailand, Taiwan, Turkey,
Vietnam and the United States) involving banking and finance,
commercial, construction, distribution, employment and restrictive
covenant, energy and power, forestry, infrastructure, international
aviation, investment, IT, joint venture and shareholders, licensing,
media, mining, sale of goods and trade, satellite, telecommunications
and water disputes; and with the setting aside and enforcement of
arbitration awards. She has represented Governments and Government
ministries, state owned enterprises, multilateral agencies and
multinational corporations.
Kim Rooney has represented clients under various institutional
arbitration rules (including those of CIETAC, HKIAC, ICC, ICSID,
JCAA, SIAC and the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce) as well as
under UNCITRAL Rules and in other ad hoc arbitrations governed by
the laws of various Asian, European, former Soviet Republic and Latin
American and US jurisdictions, and by investment treaties and
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Bars and Courts
Hong Kong as Barrister, 2010
Hong Kong as Solicitor
(March 1992 to August 2009)
England & Wales as Solicitor,
1991
High Court of Australia as
Barrister & Solicitor, 1985
Western Australia as Barrister
& Solicitor, 1980
Arbitration Courts
ICC International Court of
Arbitration – Alternate
Member for Hong Kong
Arbitration Panels/Lists
ACICA – Fellow
APRAG
CIETAC Panel
HKIAC Panel
KLRCA Panel
SCIA Panel
Hong Kong Bar Association's
List of Arbitrators
Mediation and Adjudication
HKMAAL Accredited General
Mediator
CEDR Asia/Pacific Panel of
Mediators
KLRCA Accrt'd Adjudicator
KLRCA Panel of Adjudicators
Languages
English (fluent). French
(reading)

international conventions. She has advised on issues concerning
emergency arbitrator applications.
Arbitration & ADR Related Courts/Committees and Professional
Service
Kim Rooney is an Alternate Member of the ICC International Court of
Arbitration. She is the immediate Past Chair of the ICC Hong Kong
Arbitration & ADR Committee. She is a member of the ICC
Arbitration Commission and of its Taskforces on "The Revision of the
Rules of ICC as Appointing Authority in UNCITRAL or other Ad Hoc
Arbitration Proceedings" and "Maximizing the Probative Value of
Witness Evidence." Among other memberships Kim Rooney is a
member of the HKIAC Users' Council and of the LCIA.
Kim Rooney is also a member of the Council of the Hong Kong Bar
Association, the inaugural chair of its Special Committee on
International Practice and a member of its Special Committee on
Arbitration and Alternative Dispute Resolution. She is an alternate
member of the Law Asia Council on behalf of the Hong Kong Bar
Association.
Editorial Boards/Law Reports
Kim Rooney is a member of the editorial board of the ICC's New York
Convention (Recognition and Enforcement of Arbitral Awards)
publication and of the IBA’s Dispute Resolution International Journal.
Law Reform and Government Committees
Kim Rooney is the Chair of the Hong Kong Law Reform
Commission's Sub-Committee on Third Party Funding for Arbitration
that published its consultation paper on 19 October 2015. The Law
Reform Commission’s Final Report was published on 12 October
2016. She is a senior expert in ADR in the EU-funded capacity
building project in the Indonesian public sector. In 1998-1999 Kim
Rooney led a World Bank-funded project advising the Ministry of
Justice of the Lao PDR on the reform of its international arbitration
law.
Kim Rooney is a member of the Hong Kong Government's Committee
on Provision of Space in the Legal Hub, and Advisory Committee on
Promotion of Arbitration.
Publications and Speaking Engagements
Kim Rooney was a member of the group that drafted "ICCA'S Guide to
the Interpretation of the 1958 New York Convention: A Handbook For
Judges". A list of her representative publications appears as Schedule
2.
Kim Rooney speaks regularly at Hong Kong and international
conferences about international arbitration and international dispute
resolution. A list of speaking engagements can be provided upon
request.
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Schedule 1 – Representative Representations
•

Representing a North Asian based respondent in an ICC arbitration of complex finance and
construction disputes arising from an infrastructure project in Latin America.

•

Representing a major North Asian manufacturing group in its claims against a major
European manufacturing group in a dispute arising under a sale and purchase agreement for
the sale of a group of Asian businesses.

•

Representing the sellers of a controlling stake in a publicly listed company in an Asian
jurisdiction in a dispute with the purchaser arising from the share sale and purchase
agreement.

•

Representing an Asian state-owned enterprise in a dispute with a foreign investor arising
from the sale of a state-owned bank involving allegations of breaches of representations and
warranties.

•

Representing a multinational conglomerate in a shareholders dispute with a Hong Kong based
international group involving, among other things, an unauthorized sale of a US$425 million
asset and structuring of the claimed compensation.

•

Representing the Republic of Indonesia in an ICSID arbitration of a dispute relating to the
sale of a stake in a state-owned enterprise in the cement industry.

•

Representing a consortium of foreign investors that had invested more than US$400 million
in a Filipino entity that was party to a concession agreement in the infrastructure sector in its
dispute with a Filipino governmental agency

•

Representing the Philippines Government in an ICC arbitration of a dispute concerning the
construction of an international airport terminal.

•

Representing Asian investors in a potential investment treaty arbitration concerning
expropriation of their investment in a substantial real estate development

•

Representing an international IT group in a dispute concerning the termination of
distributorship agreements in the PRC.

•

Representing an Asian party in a dispute arising from distribution agreements for satellite
services.

•

Representing PT Aria West, a consortium of international and domestic investors involved in
an Indonesian telecommunications concession to construct and operate a US$400 million
fixed-line network, in its dispute (in an ICC arbitration) with its joint operator, the Indonesian
Telecommunications operating agency.

•

Representing an international telecommunications group in an arbitration of a dispute
concerning alleged breaches of patent licences and the amount of royalties due.

•

Representing a Philippine engineering and construction company in a successful settlement of
claims involving construction and engineering contracts for a telecommunications project in
the Philippines..

•

Representing a Sino-Foreign joint venture in the power generation sector in a substantial
dispute with a European equipment and service supplier.
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•

Representing a Sino-Foreign joint venture in the power generation sector in a second
substantial dispute with a European equipment and service supplier.

•

Representing an international group in its licensing dispute with North Asian manufacturers
of equipment governed by Californian law.

•

Representing an international advertising group in a dispute arising from breach of
representations and warranties in a sale and purchase agreement involving distribution issues
under PRC law.

•

Representing North Asian investors in a potential investment treaty arbitration arising from
the revocation of a license and the expropriation of investors' interest and rights in a mining
project.

•

Representing a North Asian company in a dispute with a major Asian coal producer arising
from a contract for sale and purchase of coal by a series of shipments.

•

Representing a multi-national oil company in the arbitration of a dispute concerning the
assignment of an interest in a production sharing contract in North Asia.

•

Representing a substantial South East Asian investment group in an ad hoc arbitration with a
substantial North Asian conglomerate in a dispute involving indemnification claims under an
agreement for sale and purchase of shares.

•

Representing a Swedish company in a dispute with Indonesian and Cayman Island entities
arising from repayment obligations under a loan facility concerning agreements for the
supply and purchase of telecommunications materials and services in Indonesia.

•

Representing Swedish and Filipino companies in a dispute governed by ICC Rules with a
Filipino company arising from various agreements concerning the supply and purchase of
telecommunications materials and services in the Philippines, and a loan facility relating to
those agreements.

•

Representing a foreign investor in Indonesia in a dispute arising from a distribution
agreement.

•

Representing a European group that was a claimant against a joint venture participant in a
CIETAC arbitration.

•

Representing a Korean conglomerate in a joint venture dispute concerning a natural resources
project in South East Asia.

•

Representing an Indonesian government ministry in various Asian jurisdictions in
proceedings concerning the recognition and enforcement of an award arising out of an energy
dispute.

•

Representing the respondent in a SIAC arbitration of a contractual dispute for breach of
representations and warranties governed by Singapore law.

•

Representing the respondent in an ad hoc arbitration of a dispute arising from the charter
party of a vessel.

•

Representing Japanese companies in two ICC arbitration against Russian companies
concerning the breach of restructuring agreements.
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Schedule 2 –Representative Publications
•

Conciliation and mediation of international commercial disputes in Asia and UNCITRAL’s
Working Group on International Enforcement of Settlement Agreements, in “Asian Dispute
Review”, October 2016

•

“Mini Roundtable – Managing Business Disputes in South-East Asia” in “Corporate
Disputes,” 2016 Financier Worldwide (co-contributor), October – December 2016.

•

"Managing Time and Costs Effectiveness – Some Observation of the Potential Tension
between Parties’ Autonomy and Due Process Under the Model Law" in "Korean Arbitration
Review," 5th Issue, December 2015.

•

"The Consultation Paper of the Hong Kong Law Reform Commission’s Sub-Committee on
Third Party Funding for Arbitration" (co-author), October 2015.

•

"Conflicts of Law" in "Hong Kong: A Practical Guide" Thomson & Reuters, 3rd Ed., 2014;
2nd Ed., 2011.

•

Review of "Procedure and Evidence in International Arbitration" by Prof. J. Waincymer,
Dispute Resolution International, Vol 8, No. 1, May 2014.

•

"ICC's Process for Nomination of Arbitrators in Hong Kong" in China Business Law Journal,
June 2013 (co-author).

•

Chapter 2 on "Cambodia" in "International Commercial Arbitration in Asia" 3rd Edition,
Juris Publishing, 2013 (co-author).

•

Review of "The Secretariat's Guide to ICC Arbitration" and "Arbitration Under the 2012 ICC
Rules – An Introductory User's Guide" in Dispute Resolution International, Vol 7, No. 1, May
2013.

•

"ICC Arbitration In Hong Kong and the 2012 ICC Rules" in China Business Law Journal,
March 2013.

•

"The Internationalization of Hong Kong Arbitration Law and Enforcement of Awards against
Chinese Stated Owned Business Entities" in "Arbitrators' Insights – Essays in Honour of Neil
Kaplan" Sweet & Maxwell, 2012.

•

"Enforcement of Hong Kong Arbitral Awards in India" in "Arbitration Newsletter" IBA,
March 2012 (co-author).

•

"UK/Hong Kong: Inconsistent judgments on contractual waiver of state immunity" in Global
Arbitration Review, Vol. 6, Issue 6, 2011.

•

Lexis Nexis' volume entitled "Hong Kong Encyclopedia of Forms and Precedents, Dispute
Resolution-Arbitration & Mediation", 2011 (co-author).

•

"ICCA's Guide to the Interpretation of the 1958 New York Convention: A Handbook For
Judges" 2011 (co-author).

•

"The New Arbitration Law in Hong Kong" in "Arbitration Newsletter" IBA, March 2011.

•

"Treaty Arbitration – Is it a real alternative for China Investment Disputes?" in Transnational
Dispute Management, December 2010.
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•

"The 2009 ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement" in Dispute Resolution
International, Vol 4, No. 2, October 2010.

•

"HKIAC's New Administered Arbitration Rules", Kluwer Arbitration Blog, 27 May 2009.

•

"New CIETAC Online Arbitration Rules", Kluwer Arbitration Blog, 27 May 2009.

•

Chapter on "Resolving Business Disputes in Today's China Investor-State Arbitration and
China: The "New, New Thing?" in "Business Disputes in China", Juris Publishing, 1st edition,
2007, and 2nd Edition, 2009.

•

"ICSID and BIT Arbitrations and China" in Journal of International Arbitration, Kluwer,
2007
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